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Guide your
research enterprise
with confidence
Strengthen your standing in an increasingly
competitive global research landscape with
InCites Benchmarking & Analytics™, a research
assessment tool with customized reporting.
Rely on InCites Benchmarking & Analytics
to better understand where you are today,
develop your strategy for tomorrow, and
monitor your progress along the way.

Easily benchmark your performance against
peers, assess your current partnerships,
demonstrate research success to
stakeholders, and identify subject matter
experts for recruitment.

Progress your strategic initiatives
Set the right course for your institution with data-driven,
objective analyses of individuals, research units, and organizations.

Benchmark your institution’s research against
peers with normalized citation indicators that control
for differences in size and subject focus.

Assess the outcomes of your collaborations
with academic, government, and industry groups.

Identify targets for future strategic partnership based
on the criteria most important to you, such as research impact,
geographic region, or organization type.

Demonstrate the citation impact of your sponsored
research to secure new revenue streams.

Evaluate researchers responsibly and make
confident recruitment decisions with objective data.

Understand which journals are
essential for your researchers.

Measure your progress toward open research
goals using publisher-neutral data.
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Why InCites Benchmarking & Analytics?
Power your research evaluation and assessment with data from the world’s
most trusted citation index of research publications. InCites Benchmarking &
Analytics builds on a meticulously constructed foundation — Web of Science
Core Collection data. Web of Science Core Collection data underpin over
75% of the world’s research assessment exercises as well as many university
rankings. Assess your own research with the same trusted data.

Publisher-neutral selection and curation:
Make high stakes decisions about programs and people
using data that is independent of bias.

Cover-to-cover journal indexing: Conduct an analysis that
is free from hidden gaps in the scholarly research landscape.

Full author name and affiliation capture: Compile productivity
statistics and find leading global experts in a field.

Full cited reference indexing: Confidently measure citation
impact and reputation with normalized indicators derived from
complete and accurate citation data for over 60 million papers.

Industry leading funding acknowledgement data:
Understand the funding landscape and drive future growth
with an analysis of over 17M records with funding data.

An InCites dataset extending back to 1980:
Monitor delayed impact and build upon past successes.

Over 13 localized regional assessment classifications:
Assess your research using the same lens as your evaluators.
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About Clarivate
Clarivate™ is a global leader in providing
solutions to accelerate the lifecycle of
innovation. Our bold mission is to help
customers solve some of the world’s
most complex problems by providing
actionable information and insights
that reduce the time from new ideas
to life-changing inventions in the areas
of science and intellectual property.
We help customers discover, protect
and commercialize their inventions
using our trusted subscription and
technology-based solutions coupled
with deep domain expertise. For more
information, please visit clarivate.com.

Contact our experts today:
+01 800 745 9229 (U.S.)
+44 (0) 20 7433 4000 (Europe)
clarivate.com/webofscience
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